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1. INTRODUCTION 
The space E(X)  of fuzzy compact sets on a metric space X has been exhaustively studied 
many authors in the last years and applied in various domains, such as decision-making under 
uncertainty [1], nondeterministic prediction processes problems [2], and others. 
More recently [3], the study of fuzzy contractive mappings F : X --* E (X)  has been used in 
fractals with "grey levels" which have interesting applications in animation of images, and where 
the fixed points set of fuzzy contractions could be thought of as attractors representing images 
which are deformed in an apparently continuous manner in time. 
In order to make more precise our main goal in this paper, we recall that the classical Contrac- 
tion Mapping Principle of Banach states that if (X, d) is a complete metric space and f : X --* X 
is a contraction mapping, then f has a unique fixed point. 
Nadler [4] extended this result for multivalued contractions F : X --* C(X)  and recently [5,6], 
new Fixed Point Theorems for fuzzy contraction mappings F : X --* E (X)  are given. 
Lim [7] gives a stability result for a fixed points set of multivalued mappings. 
The aim of this paper is to generalize this last result to the fuzzy context. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
Let (X, d) be a metric space. We consider 
C(X)  = { A C_ X closed and bounded} 
A#¢'  
N(A, r )  = d(x,a) <rf° rs°mea~A . 
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The Hausdorff metric on C(X)  is defined by 
{o } 
H(A,B)  = inf r> ~ CN(A , r )  and A C_ N(B , r )  , 
with A, B E C(X) .  
It is well known that (C(X) ,H)  is a metric space. Moreover, if X is a complete metric space, 
then C(X)  is also complete [8]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let X be a metric space and f : X --+ C(X)  a multivalued mapping. 
We say that f is a contraction (multivalued contraction) if and only if 
H(f (x ) ,  f (y))  <_ A d(x, y), for all z, y E X, 
where 0 < A < 1 is a fixed real number. 
REMARK 2.2. A multivalued contraction f is H-continuous, i.e., if d(xn, x) --* 0 as n --+ oo, then 
H( f (xn) ,  f (x) )  -* O. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let f : X -+ C(X)  be a multivalued mapping. We say that x E X is a fixed 
point of f  if  x E f ( x ). 
THEOREM 2.4. (See [4].) Let X be a complete metric space. If  F : X --* C(X)  is a multivalued 
contraction mapping, then F has a fixed point. 
If F : X --* C (X)  is a multivalued contraction, then we denote by S(F)  = {x /x  E F(x)} the 
fixed points set of F. 
REMARK 2.5. 
(i) It is easy to prove that S(F)  is a closed set. 
(ii) If A E C(X)  and F(x)  = A, Vx E X ,  then F is a contraction with S(F)  = A. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. (See [7].) Let X be a complete metric space and F1,F2 : X --* C (X)  A- 
multivalued contraction mappings, i.e., 
H(Fi(x) ,F i (y))  < Ad(x,y),  Vx, y E X,  i = 1,2. 
Then, H(S(F1), S(F2)) _< 1/(1 - A) supxe x g(F l (x ) ,  F2(x)). 
THEOREM 2.7. (See [7].) Let Fo, Fi : X --* C (X)  be a sequence of A-multivalued contractions 
(i = 1, 2 . . .  ), such that Fi ~ Fo uniformly on X .  Then, H(S(Fi) ,  S(Fo)) --* 0 as i --* oo. 
Now, we recall the following concepts of fuzzy theory : let u : X --* [0,1] be a fuzzy set. We 
define the a-level of u, a e [0,1], by Lau = {x e X /u (x )  > a}. 
The closure of the set {x E X/u(x )  > 0} is called the support of the fuzzy set u and is denoted 
by Lou. 
We denote by E(X)  the following set: 
{ i01  } 
E(X)= u :X  ~ L~u EC(X) ,  VaE[0,1]  . 
REMARK 2.8. The family {Lau/a  e [0, 1]} satisfies the following properties. 
(a) Lou D_ Lau D_ L~u, for all 0 < a < f~. 
(b) If an /z  a, then Lau = n~=l Lau  (i.e., the level-application is left-continuous) 
(c) u = v ¢~ Lau = Lay, for all a E [0, 1]. 
(d) Lau # ¢, for all a E [0, 1] is equivalent to u(x) = 1 for some x E X. 
(e) We can define a partial order C on E(X)  by setting 
u C v ¢~ u(x) g v(x), Vx e X ¢~ L~u C L~v, Va E [0,1]. 
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Also, we can define a metric on E(X)  by using the level-set family 
D(u,v)  = sup H(L~u,L~v) .  
ae[0,1] 
If X is a complete metric space, then E(X)  is also complete [2,9]. 
REMARK 2.9. It is easy to see that 
(X, d) ~-* (C(X),  H) ~-~ (E(X),  D) 
are isometrics embeddings (by mean x --~ {x} and A -~ XA, respectively). 
DEFINITION 2.10. Let X,  Y be two metrics spaces. A fuzzy mapping is an application F : X -~ 
E(Y ) .  
We say that F is a fuzzy contraction mapping if there exists a real constant 0 _< A < 1~ such 
that 
n ( r (x ) , r (y ) )  < Ad(x,y), Vx, y • X. 
DEFINITION 2.11. Let F : X --* E (X)  be a fuzzy mapping. We say that x • X is a fixed point 
of t  i f~x~ g r(z) (or r(~)(z) = 1). 
The following theorem is an extension of Nadler's Fixed Point Theorem. 
THEOREM 2.12. (See [6].) Let (X, d) be a complete metric space. I f  F : X ~ E(X)  is a fuzzy 
contraction mapping, then F has a fixed point. 
We remark that Theorem 2.12 extends the principal result of Heilpern [5], where he supposed 
that X has a linear structure and the a-levels LaF(x) are compact-convex sets, for all x E! X. 
3. THE STABIL ITY  OF  F IXED POINTS SET  
In this section, we define the fuzzy fixed points set associated with a fuzzy contraction. We 
study some of its properties and we will prove a stability result. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let F : X --* E (X)  be a fuzzy contraction mapping with a constant A. Then 
for each a • [0,1], the multifunction Fa : X --~ C(X)  given by F~(x) = LaF(x) is a multiwalued 
contraction with constant A. 
PROOF. We have 
H(r. (z) , r . (y))  < sup H( r . (x ) , r . (y ) )  
= D(r (z ) , r (y ) )  < Ad(x,y). 
NOTE. Theorem 2.12 can be easily demonstrated by applying the Nadler Theorem 2.4 to the 
multifunction F1. (We thank Greco for this observation.) 
If we denote by Sa = {fixed points of Fa}, then the Nadler Theorem 2.4 implies that S~ ~ ¢, 
for all a E [0,1]. Moreover, S~ • C(X) ,  Va  [0, 1] (see Remark 2.5). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let F : X --~ E(X)  be a fuzzy contraction. Then, there exists a unique 
u • E (X) ,  such that Lau = S~, Va • [0, 1]. 
PROOF. It is clear that 
(i) a<~s~c_s~.  
Now, we prove that 
(ii) if an / a, then S~ c¢ = N~=IS~ . 
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In fact, we suppose that xo E S~. Then, by using (i), we have that Sa C_ Sa. for all n, 
that is, S~ _C N,°°__ 1S~.  Conversely, if xo E n,,~_l s~.,  then xo E F~.(Xo) Vn. But, Fa(Xo) = 
Nn~__l F~. (Xo) since the level-application is left-continuous ( ee Remark 2.8). 
So, xo E F~(Xo), and consequently, x0 E S~. 
Thus, the family (S~) satisfies the assumptions of the Representation Theorem for Fuzzy Sets 
of Negoita-Ralescu [1,2], therefore, we conclude that there exists a unique u E E(X)  such that 
L~u = S~. I 
DEFINITION 3.3. The fuzzy set u in Proposition 3.2 wili be called the fuzzy fixed points set 
associated with the fuzzy set-valued function F (shortly: u = S(F)). 
In the following proposition, we give another characterization f a fuzzy set of fixed points of 
a fuzzy contraction F. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let F : X --* E (X)  and u 6 E (X) ,  such that L~u = S~, V(~ 6 [0, 1] (i.e., 
u = s ( r ) ) .  
Then, u(x) = (F(x))(=), Vx E X. 
PROOF. Let u(xo) = Co. Then, Xo E L~ou = S~ o. Hence, xo E Fao(X0) = LaoF(Xo), and 
consequently, F(xo)(Xo) _> co. If we suppose that (F(Xo))(Xo) > Co, then (F(xo))(xo) = ao + e 
for some e > 0. 
But, then xo E Fao+e(x0 ) implies Xo E S~o+~ = Lao+~u. Therefore, U(Xo) >_ ao + e, which is 
a contradiction. So, u(xo) = (F(x0))(xo). I 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let X = [0, 1], 0 < A < 1 and we consider F : X ~ E(X)  given by F(t)(x) = 
x/At if 0 < x < M, t ~ 0, and F(t)(x) = 1, if At < x < 1, t ~ 0, and F(0) = X[o,1]. 
Then, LaF(t) = [aM, 1], V~, t. Consequently, 
D(r(t l) ,r(t2))= sup g(L.r(t l),L.r(t2)) 
o~E[0,1] 
= sup H( [aAt l ,  1], [~At2, 1]) 
o~E[O,1] 
= sup aAltl - t2l 
aE[0,1] 
= A Ih  - t21. 
Therefore, F is a D-contraction with constant A. We observe that 
F( t ) ( t )= l ,  VtE(0,1],  since At<t<l ,  V t>0 
and 
r(0)(0) = X[o4](0) = 1, for t = 0. 
Thus, u = S(F) = X[o,1] in this case. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let X = [0, 1], 0 < A < 1 and we consider F : X ---* E (X)  given by 
X 
F(t)(x)=~-~, i f0<x<At ,  t~0,  
and 
F ( t ) (x )=0,  if A t<x<l ,  t~0andF(0)=X{o}.  
Then, LaF(t) = [c~At, At], V~, t. Consequently, 
D(r(h) , r ( t2) )= sup H(L . r (h ) ,L . r ( t2 ) )  
o~E[0,1] 
= sup n([,~At~, Ah],  [,~At2, At=I) 
(~e[0,1] 
= sup  max{AIh  - t21 ,aA I t~ - t21} 
,~e[o,q 
= Ai r  I -- t2 l .  
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Therefore, F is a D-contraction with constant A. We observe that  the fuzzy set u of fixed 
points associated with F is such that  
u(t)=F(t ) ( t ) - - -O,  VtE  (0,1], since At<t<_1 ,  Vt >0,  
and 
u(0) = F(0)(0) = X{o}(0) -- 1, for t = 0. 
Thus, in this case, we obtain that  u = S(F) = X{0}- 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Let X = [0, 1] and we consider F : X --+ E(X)  given by 
F(t)(x) = x, Vt, x E X.  
Then, F is a contraction with A = 0 and u = S(F) is such that  u(t) = F(t)(t) = t, Vt E [0, 1]. 
In general, if u E E(X)  and F(x) = u,Vx  E X ,  then F is a 0-contraction with S(F) = u. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let X be a complete metric space and we consider F1, F2 : X --* E (X)  two fuzzy 
contractions with constant A and ul, u2 the fuzzy sets of fixed points associated with F1 and F2, 
respectively. Then, 
1 
V(ul,u~) < ;---v sup v(rl(z),r2(:v)). 
i - -  A xEX 
PROOF. By using Proposit ion 2.6, we have for each a E [0,1], 
H(Laul ,  nau2) = H(SI~, $2~) 
1 
< sup H(r~o(x) , r2o(z) )  
- 1-Az~x 
1 
< sup D(r~(x) ,  r2(z)). 
- 1-Axex  
Finally, taking supremum on a, we obtain the desired result. I 
Now, we can establish the following result for the stability of fixed points in the fuzzy context. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let X a complete metric space and F0, Fi : X --* E (X)  a sequence of fuzzy 
contractions with constant A (i = 1,2. . .  ), such that Fi --~ F0 uniformly on X ,  then D(ui, uo) -~ 0 
as i --+ (X). 
PROOF. Let e > 0 and choose n E N such that 
sup n(r~(x) , r0(x) )  < (i - ~)e, v i  > n. 
xEX 
Then, by Lemma 3.8, we have for all i > n, 
1 
D(ui,uo) < - -  sup D(r~(z) , r0(z))  < ~. 
- 1-Axex  
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